INTERESTED?

YES! TELL ME
HOW I CAN HAVE
RENEWABLE
POWER IN MY
ENERGY MIX.
NAME:

ADDRESS:

PHONE NUMBER:

co-op logo
MEMBER NUMBER (IF KNOWN):

(website URL)
HOW MANY PANELS ARE YOU INTERESTED IN
SUBSCRIBING TO? (LIMIT OF 10)

DETACH AND MAIL TO:
(CO-OP NAME)
ATTN: OURSOLAR
(CO-OP ADDRESS LINE 1)
(CO-OP ADDRESS LINE 2)
NOTE: This form indicates your interest in the OurSolar program. It
is not a formal agreement or contract. The co-op will provide you
with full details and requirments upon receipt of this form.

POWERING THE CO-OP COMMUNITY
WHAT IS
OURSOLAR?

WHY NOT
ROOFTOP?

OurSolar is a new community
solar program from (co-op name)
that allows members to purchase
subscriptions to solar panels at our
brand-new solar array.

Rooftop solar is expensive. Really
expensive.

You can subscribe to up to 10 panels,
and the energy produced by those
panels will be calculated into your
monthly bill.
OurSolar represents (co-op
name)’s balanced approach to
energy production and support for
economically-viable sources of
renewable energy. And it provides
members with an easy way to include
renewable energy in their overall mix.
We recognize our members’ interest in
renewable energy and want to provide
an affordable, hassle-free way to
get it. OurSolar is renewable energy
simplified.

Not only does it require tens of
thousands in up-front costs — it also
involves ongoing maintenance, which
is neither cheap nor easy.
With OurSolar, all of the costs,
including maintenance, are rolled into
the per-panel monthly subscription
fee.
That’s it. We install it. We maintain it.
And the power produced from your
subscribed panels goes into your
monthly bill.
We don’t think renewable energy
should be a luxury or a hassle.
Instead, it should be affordable to
everyone and able to benefit everyone.
That’s why we’re taking on this effort
together — as a cooperative.

THE COST?
We believe that renewable energy
should be within anyone’s reach, no
matter their income.
OurSolar costs less than $2 per panel,
per month, built right into your bill.
Doesn’t get much more affordable
than that.

WHERE IS IT?
(co-op name)’s OurSolar array is
located (description of location)
(Address of location)
(Address of location)
(Address of location)
Production data from the solar array
(is/will be) available at:
(website URL)

